Background and Significance
===========================

Despite broad proliferation of electronic health records (EHRs), opportunities to optimize health information technology (IT) tools remain. Among eight types of health IT-related sentinel events recently identified by The Joint Commission, 24% were due to workflow and communication issues. [@OR180161ra-1] Computerized physician order entry (CPOE) contributes to these challenges, as physicians often must enter redundant data. For instance, they document patient assessment and plan in a note in the EHR. To then request an imaging study, in most commercial EHR implementations they must enter redundant clinical information in the EHR\'s order entry module. This imaging order requisition consists of free text and/or structured forms that are entered independently and do not automatically populate from data in the note. Even when customized structured forms are presented, workflow limitations often lead to selecting the minimum number of indications required. Physicians may also enter incomplete or conflicting information, adversely impacting communication to radiologists, interpretation quality, and quality of patient care. [@JR180161ra-2] [@JR180161ra-3] Although redundancies may potentially add reliability and safety in collaborative work, [@OR180161ra-4] reducing redundant data entry is a goal in efforts to improve usability, efficiency, accuracy, and safety in order entry and clinical decision support (CDS) tools. [@JR180161ra-5] [@JR180161ra-6] [@JR180161ra-7]

Despite multiple data entry, in a survey of radiologists, 72% reported not receiving enough clinical information about patients, and 87% reported that more information could lead to a change in study interpretation. [@JR180161ra-8] However, time and workflow limitations prevent radiologists from consistently searching the EHR for additional information. [@JR180161ra-8] Emergency radiology is particularly vulnerable to image ordering communication gaps due to pressures on emergency medicine physicians to complete orders prior to documenting the encounter.

Headache is a common complaint in the emergency department (ED) [@JR180161ra-9] where imaging and communicating clinical information are critical to identify life-threatening pathology. However, the *Choosing Wisely* campaign has identified head computed tomography (CT) in patients with headaches as a target for reduction of potentially wasteful or unnecessary medical tests, making it a high-yield scenario to implement CDS. [@OR180161ra-10] Despite studies evaluating the lack of information documented in notes prior to imaging exam completion and radiology interpretation, [@JR180161ra-11] the quantity and quality of information in the order requisition at the time of order entry for head CTs remains unclear. It is also unknown how often the clinical documentation in the EHR contains additional information that could improve image interpretation.

The decision to order an imaging study of the head/brain for headache is more complex than simply ordering a CT scan with a "reason for study" containing words relevant to the patient\'s history and condition. The clinician must determine what study to order, if any, and whether there is need for contrast agent based on suspected diagnoses and acuity of the problem. In the United States, payer rules for reimbursement may also affect the clinician\'s decision. Ideally, an expert clinician such as a neurologist would be present to assist clinicians ordering head/brain imaging studies in the ED; pragmatically, this is not feasible. Computerized CDS tools, based on expert clinician or published evidence, may thus improve ordering provider\'s decision-making. The clinical relevance and usefulness of CDS is based on the accurate capture of clinically relevant coded or "structured" indications in the CPOE module of the EHR. A major challenge of CPOE is efficient capture of relevant clinical information, often requiring ordering providers to re-enter the same clinical information in provider notes (typically in free text form) and image ordering requisitions (typically in coded form when CDS is implemented). With CT ordering for headache in the ED as the use case, we assess whether relevant clinical information exists in provider notes to potentially augment the information in ordering requisitions.

Objectives
==========

We sought to compare the number of concept unique identifiers (CUIs) relevant to headache extracted from EHR physician notes that were present at the time of image order entry with the number of concepts contained in the CPOE order requisition in ED patients presenting with headache who received a head CT. We hypothesized that a significant amount of clinical data is present in the EHR notes that could potentially be used to augment or prepopulate indications provided in the image order requisition.

Methods
=======

Setting and Population
----------------------

The requirement to obtain informed consent was waived by the institutional review board for this observational retrospective study conducted in the ED of a 793-bed, quaternary care, level 1 trauma center teaching hospital with approximately 60,000 annual visits and ED physician resident training. We evaluated all encounters for adults presenting to the ED between April 1, 2013 and September 30, 2014 with a chief complaint (CC) of headache who received a head CT.

Cohort Identification and Data Collection
-----------------------------------------

In the ED documentation, physicians separately documented the narrative note in sections such as CC, history of present illness (HPI), and initial assessment and plan (A/P). An unusual feature of ED documentation in our EHR was that note sections could be updated and signed independently from each other. A separate timestamp was attached to each version of each note section when it was submitted and when the fully completed note section was signed, independent of other note sections. We extracted note sections of interest and submission timestamps from eligible patient encounters during the study period including CC, HPI, review of systems, past medical history, physical examination, initial A/P, updates to the ED course, and attending notes. Due to limitations in the ED discharge data tool, we only had access to correctly paired timestamps and note text of final submission of note sections by manually reviewing and abstracting these data from patients\' notes in the EHR. Due to this limitation, we only conducted our analysis on note sections that had final submissions prior to the time of head CT order entry.

We then isolated encounters for patients who presented with a CC of headache who received a head CT. We queried the ED CC fields for the terms "headache," "head ache," "head pain," and "HA," excluding words containing the letters "ha" (e.g., "change"). We queried the institution\'s radiology CPOE system (Percipio; Medicalis, San Francisco, California, United States) and radiology information system (RIS) (IDXrad; GE Healthcare, Burlington, Vermont, United States) data warehouse for orders of completed head CT studies placed in the ED where the timestamp of the order was within the ED admission and discharge time. We joined the ED documentation data with the RIS data using the patient medical record number. In the case of multiple head CTs, we used the first for analysis. We extracted study order details including timestamps and indications from the order requisition.

An open source natural language processing (NLP) tool, Apache cTAKES (clinical Text Analysis and Knowledge Extraction System) version 3.01, which includes YTEX (Yale cTAKES Extensions), [@JR180161ra-12] [@JR180161ra-13] was used to mine the note sections for CUIs including a polarity for each concept, where "1" indicates a positive concept and "−1" indicates a negated concept. For example, in the sentence "the patient has nausea, but no vomiting," nausea is a positive concept ("1"), vomiting a negated one ("−1"). cTAKES was customized with ontologies of clinical terms from the latest releases of the SNOMED-CT (Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine---Clinical Terms) vocabulary files using the National Cancer Institute-supported Knowledge Representation languages\' resource description framework (RDF) and process definitions from MetamorphoSys\' sub-setting utility [@OR180161ra-14] and of radiology terms from RadLex. [@OR180161ra-15] Custom components were developed to allow cTAKES to take its input (JdbcCollectionReader) from a structured data source (a table in Microsoft SQL \[Structured Query Language\] server), and also write its output (CasConsumer) to the YTEX defined schema. CUI extraction from the YTEX schema was done using a SQL query with multiple joins for the unique batch name of the job, resulting in a table in which each line contained the CUI and the ID of the source text. The cTAKES implementation environment is described in [Supplementary Table S1](#SM180161ra-1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} (available in the online version). We monitored and validated the results of the NLP for consistency with the requisition indications and for conflicting information within the same note. We manually reviewed cases of inconsistency or conflict.

Demographic and clinical data including timing of ED admission and discharge were collected from the institution\'s Research Patient Data Registry.

Concepts Relevant to Headache
-----------------------------

We created a list of 115 concepts and corresponding CUIs, based on literature and expert opinion, relevant in determining those at increased risk of intracranial pathology among patients presenting with headaches. [@OR180161ra-10] [@BR180161ra-16] [@JR180161ra-17] [@JR180161ra-18] [@JR180161ra-19] [@JR180161ra-20] [@JR180161ra-21] [@JR180161ra-22] [@JR180161ra-23] [@JR180161ra-24] [@JR180161ra-25] The list was reviewed by a panel of physician experts in radiology, internal medicine, emergency medicine, and neurology. We queried the results of the NLP extraction against this concept list to identify the number of concepts relevant to headache present in the note section. The CUI and concept terms are provided in [Supplementary Table S2](#SM180161ra-1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} (available in the online version).

Imaging order requisitions in our EHR consisted of a combination of free text and/or structured data including signs and symptoms, relevant history, and suspected differential diagnoses, customized based on the imaging study being ordered. Head CT had 72 signs and symptoms and 230 relevant history or diagnoses to choose from in addition to the option for free text entry. The structured entries and free text were manually reviewed for indications relevant to headache. Relevant indications were added to the list of CUIs if they were not already present. However, a few indications were not able to be represented with a CUI, such as "headache, rapidly increasing frequency," or "prior imaging abnormal/normal/nondiagnostic." A total 73/115 (63.5%) of the CUIs from the developed list relevant to headache were not represented on the order requisition.

A wide variety of signs, symptoms, and relevant history and their combinations contribute to appropriate indications for obtaining a head CT in the setting of headache, as indicated in the list of concepts in [Supplementary Table S2](#SM180161ra-1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} (available in the online version), or the extensive options of signs, symptoms, and relevant history on the customized order requisition for head CT at our institution. Thus, we deemed it would be unreasonable to develop a standardized algorithm to classify appropriateness of head CT and rather, determined this task would best be performed by human clinical experts primed with review of relevant literature to evaluate combinations of single concepts to infer appropriateness.

A neurologist and an internist reviewed the literature regarding appropriate indications for obtaining imaging studies for headaches in the ED, [@BR180161ra-16] and evaluated solely the extracted concepts from the HPI section of the notes and separately evaluated solely the indications from the order requisition present for each encounter where the HPI was signed prior to image order entry. For each set of concepts or indications, the physicians independently graded head CT appropriateness based on their clinical judgement and the literature reviewed. Any differences were reconciled through discussion until consensus was achieved. For this study, we used "appropriateness" as a proxy for the value of information communicated from ordering provider to the radiologist. For example, "acute headache" and "nausea" are insufficient information to identify an appropriate indication, as these symptoms can be present with a typical migraine. However, "unilateral paresis" alone is enough to communicate an appropriate indication for head CT.

NLP Performance
---------------

A physician researcher reviewed HPI portions of notes of each encounter where the HPI was signed prior to image order entry and identified presence or absence of each of the 115 concepts determined to be relevant to headache. Mentions of concepts identified by manual review were compared with NLP extraction of concepts for each concept. True positives (TPs) were defined as NLP successfully extracting the appropriate polarity of the concept when there was mention of the concept in the notes. In false positives (FPs), NLP erroneously detected a concept as present when there was no mention of that concept in the notes. In false negatives (FNs), NLP failed to extract a concept or extracted the incorrect polarity of a concept when there was mention of the concept in the notes. In true negatives (TNs), NLP did not detect a concept when it was not mentioned in the notes. Precision (TP/\[TP + FP\]), recall (TP/\[TP + FN\]), accuracy (\[TP + TN\]/\[TP + TN + FP + FN\]), and F-measure (2 ×  precision × recall/\[precision + recall\]) were calculated for each concept.

Outcome Measures and Statistical Analyses
-----------------------------------------

The primary outcome was the number of CUIs related to headache extracted from the HPI compared with the number of concepts obtained from the imaging order requisition. Secondary outcome measures include rates of note sections submitted as incomplete versions and signed as completed versions prior to the time of imaging order entry, the total number of positive and negative CUIs extracted from the HPI, comparisons of total and headache-relevant CUIs extracted from HPIs signed before and after image ordering, and percentage of head CTs graded as appropriate based on extracted concepts compared with requisition indications.

Data transformation and comparisons of timing (orders vs. documentation) were performed using Microsoft Access 2007 (Microsoft, Redmond, Washington, United States) and R version 3.2.2 software (R Project for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).

Analyses comparing numbers of extracted CUIs to requisition indications, evaluating NLP performance, and comparing percentages of head CTs graded as appropriate were performed using Microsoft Excel 2007 (Microsoft, Redmond, Washington, United States) and JMP Pro v.10 (SAS Institute, Cary, North Carolina, United States). As the distributions of indications in order requisitions and extracted CUIs were nonparametric, we used Wilcoxon signed rank test for comparison of paired samples and Wilcoxon rank-sum test for comparison of independent samples. A two-tailed *p* -value \<0.05 was considered statistically significant. We created word clouds (using wordle.net) to reflect the relative frequency of concept adjusted by LN(count + 1), and frequency tables of extracted CUIs and requisition indications to depict the concepts found in each.

Results
=======

Study Population
----------------

We identified all encounters for patients who presented with a CC of headache (2,787 encounters for 2,490 patients) and all encounters where at least one head CT was performed (6,084 encounters for 5,355 patients) from the 85,916 consecutive encounters during the 18-month study period ( [Fig. 1](#FI180161ra-1){ref-type="fig"} ). There were 666 encounters (626 unique patients) with both a CC of headache and a head CT performed, representing 23.9% of encounters with a CC of headache (666/2,787). In total, 63.4% of these patients were female, consistent with female predominance of patients presenting to the ED for headache in previous studies, [@JR180161ra-26] [@JR180161ra-27] and the average age was 51.5 years (range: 18--96, ± standard deviation 18.2).

![Study design diagram for patient selection.](10-1055-s-0039-1679927-i180161ra-1){#FI180161ra-1}

Note Section Entry and Completion
---------------------------------

Rates of note section entry and completion prior to head CT ordering are provided in [Table 1](#TB180161ra-1){ref-type="table"} . Of patients with head CT, there was submission of an initial HPI, A/P, or attending note prior to image study ordering in 39.2% (261/666) of encounters. One of these note sections was completed and signed in 24.6% (164/666) of encounters. A fully completed and signed HPI was present in 23.1% (154/666) of encounters.

###### Summary of note sections submitted and signed prior to the time of image order entry

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                             Entry submitted prior to CT order\   Signed prior to CT order\
                                                             *N* (%)                              *N* (%)
  ------------------- -------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ---------------------------
  **CC = headache**                                          666                                  666

                      ED chief complaint                     458 (68.8%)                          

                      ED history of present illness (HPI)    226 (33.9%)                          154 (23.1%)

                      ED initial assessment and plan (A/P)   70 (10.5%)                           46 (6.9%)

                      ED attending note                      38 (5.7%)                            0 (0%)

                      HPI or A/P or attending note           261 (39.2%)                          164 (24.6%)
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Abbreviations: CC, chief complaint; CT, computed tomography; ED, emergency department.

Concepts Relevant to Headache
-----------------------------

In the 154 encounters with a fully completed and signed HPI, the number of NLP-extracted CUIs specific to headache per HPI was significantly greater than the number of indications per encounter identified in the image order requisition (median: 3 vs. 1; Wilcoxon signed rank *p*  \< 0.0001) ( [Fig. 2](#FI180161ra-2){ref-type="fig"} ).

![Box plots of count of concepts extracted from imaging requisition indications compared with extracted concept unique identifiers (CUIs) in history of present illness notes completed and signed prior to order entry. Box edges represent first and third quartiles, center line represents median value, whiskers represent range of counts. Median = 1 for Indications above.](10-1055-s-0039-1679927-i180161ra-2){#FI180161ra-2}

An average of 28.3 total CUIs were extracted from HPI notes; an average of 3.1 of these were relevant to headaches. There was no significant difference in either the total number of NLP-extracted CUIs or those CUIs relevant to headache per encounter in HPI notes completed and signed prior to image ordering compared with those completed and signed after ordering (total: median 29 vs. 28 \[Wilcoxon rank sum *p*  = 0.29\]; relevant to headache: median: 3 vs. 3 \[Wilcoxon rank sum *p*  = 0.07\]) as displayed in [Figs. 3](#FI180161ra-3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#FI180161ra-4){ref-type="fig"} , respectively.

![Box plots comparing total extracted concepts from history of present illness notes completed and signed after and before image order entry. Box edges represent first and third quartiles, center line represents median value, whiskers represent range of counts. CUI, concept unique identifier.](10-1055-s-0039-1679927-i180161ra-3){#FI180161ra-3}

![Box plots comparing extracted concepts relevant to headache from history of present illness notes completed and signed after and before image order entry. Box edges represent first and third quartiles, center line represents median value, whiskers represent range of counts. CUI, concept unique identifier.](10-1055-s-0039-1679927-i180161ra-4){#FI180161ra-4}

NLP Performance
---------------

In total, 75 of 115 concepts identified as being relevant to headache were mentioned in at least one of the 154 HPI sections of notes that were signed prior to image ordering. Precision, recall, accuracy, and F-measure are listed for each concept in [Supplementary Table S3](#SM180161ra-1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} (available in the online version). Of all concepts able to be extracted via NLP in at least one encounter, precision = 0.99, recall = 0.67, accuracy = 0.97, with an F-measure of 0.80. For all concepts including those not mentioned in notes or able to be extracted via NLP, precision = 0.99, recall = 0.53, accuracy = 0.98, with an F-measure of 0.69. In addition, in seven concepts NLP successfully extracted the concept from the note where it was incorrectly manually judged to not have a mention of that concept. There were also 25 cases where the reviewer judged the NLP extraction to be incorrect, either in stating that the concept was present or identifying the polarity, but it was found after further review to be correct.

Differences in Concepts between Sources
---------------------------------------

All NLP results were reviewed manually for consistency with the notes as well as consistency with the image order requisition. In 143/154 (92.9%) of encounters with a completed and signed HPI prior to image ordering, the extracted CUIs provided new concepts not present in the imaging requisition indications, with an average of 3.03 new concepts (1.03 positive, 2.01 negated) per encounter. In 27/154 (17.5%) encounters, at least one extracted concept was also present in the requisition indications, and in 14/154 (9.1%) encounters, there were conflicting concepts either between the extracted CUIs within the same note (11/14; 78.6%) or between the extracted CUIs and the requisition indications (3/14; 21.4%). The majority of cases of conflict were due to mentioning positive along with negated concepts in the note narrative (e.g., a patient reporting a current headache but no prior headaches). The few cases of conflict between indications and extracted concepts were from rare artifacts, such as NLP not identifying abbreviations that would have cancelled a negation word, such as "patient with no medical problems p/w (presents with) fever," or because the indications input only allows selecting "nausea and vomiting" while the note stated the patient had nausea but no vomiting. In another case, an indication was erroneously selected when the note specified that the patient did not have the symptom. The differences in concepts found between the extracted CUIs and requisition indications are depicted in [Figs. 5](#FI180161ra-5){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#FI180161ra-6){ref-type="fig"} , respectively. Extracted concepts have an additional dimension as they may be positive (blue) or negated (red) while the requisition indications are limited to only concepts that are present. However, the requisition concept "normal neurologic examination" is a proxy for negated findings.

![Word cloud of extracted concepts from history of present illness notes completed and signed before image order entry. *Blue* : positive concepts; *red* : negated concepts; size: relative frequency of concept adjusted by LN(count + 1). Frequency counts listed in [Supplementary Table S4](#SM180161ra-1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} (available in the online version).](10-1055-s-0039-1679927-i180161ra-5){#FI180161ra-5}

![Word cloud of indications from image order requisitions. Size: relative frequency of concept adjusted by LN(count +1). Frequency counts listed in [Supplementary Table S5](#SM180161ra-1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} (available in the online version).](10-1055-s-0039-1679927-i180161ra-6){#FI180161ra-6}

To evaluate the clinical significance of these findings, we used the physician reviewer consensus grading to consider all concepts or all indications present in the encounter to determine whether a head CT was appropriate. In 84/154 (54.5%) of encounters, the head CT was graded as appropriate based on CUIs compared with 87/154 (56.5%) encounters where the head CT was graded as appropriate based on the imaging requisition indications (McNemar\'s test *p*  = 0.73). Despite no statistical difference in the rate of appropriateness, in 35/154 (22.7%) of encounters, the CUIs extracted from notes added value where the indications alone were not enough to grade the head CT as appropriate but the extracted CUIs showed that a head CT was appropriate. Incorporating these two sources of information would have improved the rate of appropriateness from 56.5% (87/154) to 79.2% (122/154). The appropriateness of encounters determined via indications or extracted CUIs with their combined value is represented in [Fig. 7](#FI180161ra-7){ref-type="fig"} . For example, an order requisition for imaging had one indication, "acute." However, extracted concepts revealed the patient had an infectious disease disorder, associated neck pain, numbness, and vomiting. In a case where the requisition was sufficient to show that a head CT was appropriate but the extracted concepts added new information that could have led to an improved interpretation of the study, a requisition listed indications of "head trauma, loss of consciousness, and acute." The only relevant extracted concept, "warfarin sodium (+1)," would have been very helpful for the radiologist to know.

![Number and rate of adjudicated appropriateness of encounters determined via concepts obtained from imaging ordering requisition indications or via natural language processing (NLP)-extracted concept unique identifiers (CUIs) from the history of present illness (HPI) section of emergency department (ED) notes with their combined value. The box with the *dotted* border is the added value of including extracted CUIs from the notes in addition to indications alone.](10-1055-s-0039-1679927-i180161ra-7){#FI180161ra-7}

Discussion
==========

In this study, we identified unique, relevant clinical information present in unstructured physician notes in the EHR that was either submitted or finalized at the time of image ordering that, if harvested in real-time, could be used to augment the communication from the ordering physician to the radiologist at the time of this critical patient handoff, while reducing errors from incomplete or incorrect order requisition in the EHR. HPIs signed prior to image ordering contained significantly more relevant, unique concepts than what was provided in the image order requisition.

Regarding the complex decision to order an imaging study of the head/brain for headache, there is a large and growing body of CDS rules and appropriateness criteria for multiple imaging modalities including appropriateness ratings for imaging studies for 16 clinical variants of headache, [@OR180161ra-28] [@JR180161ra-29] and for recommending appropriate head imaging studies for multiple conditions. [@JR180161ra-30] Some have validated impact on ordering behaviors of clinicians, [@JR180161ra-29] [@JR180161ra-30] including for mild traumatic brain injury. [@JR180161ra-31] [@JR180161ra-32] However, all rely on input of structured indications, and the burden is placed on ordering physicians to provide these additional, redundant data, when interacting with these CDS tools. All of these examples could benefit from harvesting data from unstructured notes to prepopulate their requirements for structured coded indications. We have demonstrated that there is a significant amount of useful and unique information available in the EHR at the point of order entry that may be combined with other structured data in the EHR (e.g., medications and laboratory values) to effectively augment order requisitions to improve the communication between the ordering physician and the radiologist, without additional burden to the ordering physician.

A significantly greater number of CUIs specific to headache were extracted from HPIs present prior to image ordering compared to the number of indications per encounter identified in the order requisition. The low number of indications per requisition is consistent with previous research showing that image order requisitions provide inadequate communication from the orderer to the radiologist. [@JR180161ra-8] To specify the examination protocol and interpretation, radiologists are responsible to review the imaging order requisition. In some practices, radiologists have the capability to access the clinical notes in the EHR but even they may only access the clinical notes in a minority of cases due to time constraints. [@JR180161ra-8] We are not aware of any lawsuits due to radiologists not accessing or reviewing the entirety of the medical record, nor of any regulations for radiologists to access parts of the EHR beyond the order requisition. Although previous work has used NLP in real-time clinical scenarios such as using radiology reports as part of a pneumonia screening tool, [@JR180161ra-33] our study identifies a novel approach of using NLP to identify discrete data in clinical notes present at the time of the decision to order an imaging study.

The CUIs from the notes provided new relevant information beyond what was provided in the requisition in 92.9% of encounters. There was no difference in the rates of adjudicated appropriateness of head CT based on the concepts from the notes and requisitions. But in 22.7% of cases where the CT was not found to be appropriate based on the requisition indications, the concepts in the HPI justified the appropriateness. Thus, if these two sources of concepts were combined, the rate of appropriateness would improve from 56.5 to 79.2% ( [Fig. 7](#FI180161ra-7){ref-type="fig"} ). We used graded appropriateness of the study based on the concepts from the two sources as a proxy for the usefulness or helpfulness of those data. However, we expect that the uniqueness of the data also contributes to usefulness or helpfulness in that it will likely lead to improved radiology interpretation, particularly when the indications for examinations are even more heterogeneous than with head CT, such as with abdominal CT with complex combinations of indications with respect to multiple organ systems.

The NLP performance---high precision at the expense of recall---gives assurance that if the NLP tool detected a concept in a note, the concept was reliably present and of the correct polarity in that note. This is an acceptable tradeoff, understanding that our focus is to identify enough data to allow for an action to be taken, and to identify useful data that are currently being neglected that can allow an incremental step toward enhancing the imaging order entry process. We have also illustrated imperfections in extracted data via NLP with the conflicting extracted concepts within the notes due to the nature of the narrative. There are also imperfections in data entered in the order requisition with rare conflicts between the indications and the extracted concepts, likely unintentional and potentially due to fatigue of redundant data entry and clicking on indications rather than manual entry.

Factors such as context-specific physician workflow, patient needs, and access to workstations limit the amount of data documented in the EHR by the time of image order entry, particularly in the ED. Although clinicians likely prefer to perform documentation as near to the encounter as possible, that goal is often not possible. Although we showed there were no statistically significant differences in CUIs relevant to headache or overall CUIs between HPI sections signed prior to image ordering versus after image ordering, unmeasured differences between these scenarios may remain. However, it is encouraging that for 23.1% of cases, there are data available at the time of order entry. The significant amount of useful data we found present in the EHR at the time of imaging order entry gives encouragement that favorable rates could be found at other institutions. Additionally, as means of documentation become more mobile and closer to the point of care, including with the use of medical scribes and voice recognition, the more likely we expect that useful data will be available in the EHR prior to image ordering. In addition, if processes such as ordering imaging studies are linked to the workflow of documentation and are made easier through using the already documented data, this may encourage more and earlier documentation by providers or their proxies.

Our findings may have important implications in the context of new federal regulations where implementing sections of the U.S. Protecting Access to Medicare Act (PAMA) of 2014 to promote evidence-based care will necessitate ordering providers be exposed to specific appropriate use criteria through certified CDS mechanisms for certain high-cost ambulatory imaging services (including in the ED) as a requirement for payment for such services. [@OR180161ra-34] For example, extracting relevant CUIs from EHR notes may reduce the ordering provider burden to re-enter needed clinical information or diminish the number of required CDS interactions. Celi et al describe a future state optimal data system [@JR180161ra-35] where EHR data including clinician documentation are fully integrated and provide real-time "bidirectional data streams" to inform downstream processes such as image ordering or CDS. Demner-Fushman et al describe applications in which NLP can drive CDS when integrated with the EHR. [@JR180161ra-36] This study takes a step toward that goal by recognizing that there is valuable underutilized information in the living document of a clinical encounter. In addition, further work is needed to integrate and automate the extraction of these data to populate the order requisition to enhance the ordering process. These efforts, if successful, would free the ordering physician from the need to enter redundant data likely already present in the EHR, as well as reduce errors from incomplete or incorrect data entry, which we encounter more with increases in structured data entry forms. [@JR180161ra-37] These efforts may also provide a means to potentially reduce physician burnout that many attribute in part to the amount of data entry and interactions with the EHR. [@JR180161ra-38] [@JR180161ra-39] [@JR180161ra-40] As the socio-technical environment progresses and the ability to document clinical notes gets closer to the bedside, we expect more data will be available that can further be used to inform and drive downstream processes in patient care, enhancing the meaningful use and efficiency of the EHR.

Our study has limitations. It was conducted in a single academic setting, making generalizability unclear. Physician practice variability is likely high regarding the timing of documentation of notes, also affecting generalizability. Clinical documentation is likely clustered based on individual clinician practice, but due to our inability to link the author with the note section, and considering that there were a relatively small number of physicians and multiple physicians edit individual notes, we did not include clustering in our analysis. Our study only looked at encounters for patients with CC of headache, making generalizability to other complaints unclear. However, rates of HPIs with data submitted prior to image order entry were similar for the total number of (nonheadache) encounters during the study period ( [Table 2](#TB180161ra-2){ref-type="table"} ), as well as the five most frequently occurring CCs for patients for whom head CTs had been obtained. Although clinical notes may contain several potential reasons not specific to headache for conducting a study, we filtered for CUIs relevant to the CC of headache. We did not account for conversations between ordering physicians and radiologists, which may happen in difficult cases, since there is no consistent means of documenting these conversations in most practices.

###### History of present illness (HPI) note sections with documentation submitted prior to image order entry for most frequent chief complaints (CCs) in patients for whom head CTs were ordered

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                            Submitted prior to order entry\   Total\   Percent
                            *N*                               *N*      
  --------- --------------- --------------------------------- -------- ---------
  **HPI**   Total           1,693                             6,084    27.8%

            CC = fall       183                               888      20.6%

            CC = headache   226                               666      33.9%

            CC = seizure    75                                275      27.3%

            CC = dizzy      95                                265      35.8%

            CC = syncope    65                                216      30.1%
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Future work is needed to evaluate if retrieval of clinical concepts from free form physician notes can inform CDS, and to assess the impact on the decision to order an imaging study of the head/brain for headache. Clinical documentation, whether complete and signed or not, is imperfect by its nature when compared with the true state of patient health, falling short of capturing all pertinent positives and negatives relevant to the CC. These imperfect data and proposed methods are not intended to replace order requisitions or CDS. Rather, they may be able to augment and potentially autopopulate the order requisition, potentially enhancing the clinical relevance of CDS tools. Future work is also needed to modify and improve the performance, specifically recall, of the condition-specific NLP. We must be cognizant in future work of potential unintended consequences of integrating other sources of data, maintain the intention to reduce physician documentation burden, and not add a requirement to review NLP-extracted concepts or to document notes prior to ordering an imaging study.

Conclusion
==========

Clinician documentation in the EHR provides a resource of valuable information that is present in a significant percentage of encounters at the point of image ordering that, if leveraged in a timely and automated fashion, could improve communication between the members of the health care team when ordering an imaging study, helping in improving quality of care and efficiency.

Clinical Relevance Statement
============================

CPOE in the EHR produces suboptimal communication between ordering providers and has the potential to contribute to alert fatigue and ultimately physician burnout. The results of this study show relevant data in clinical notes that may be used to augment the process of populating data from clinical notes into imaging order requisitions. This would lessen the burden of clerical data entry by ordering providers while improving communication between ordering providers and radiologists.

Multiple Choice Questions
=========================

1.  Imaging order requisition forms rely mostly on what resource to communicate clinical data about the reason for ordering an imaging study?

    A.  The problem list in the EHR.

    B.  Clinical notes in the EHR.

    C.  The ordering provider.

    D.  Structured laboratory and diagnostic study results.

    **Correct Answer:** The correct answer is option c, the ordering provider. In most commercial EHR implementations, the ordering provider must enter redundant clinical information in the EHR\'s order entry module. This imaging order requisition consists of free text and/or structured forms that are entered independently and do not automatically populate from data in the note, the problem list, or laboratory or diagnostic results.

2.  When attempting to make use of data in clinical notes in the EHR, what informatics tool would be the most effective to use?

    A.  Optical character recognition.

    B.  Natural language processing.

    C.  Health information exchange.

    D.  Clinical decision support.

    **Correct Answer:** The correct answer is option b, natural language processing (NLP). NLP would be the optimal tool to extract structured data from unstructured notes. Optical character recognition may be helpful in converting scanned handwritten or typed notes into machine-readable text, but then one would still need to use NLP to extract structured data from the text. Clinical decision support tools have been used in lieu of clinical notes but require additional data entry by the ordering provider, and health information exchange is relevant for sharing clinical data across institutions.
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